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Thank you for joining the community of Logos Missions Inc.- Christian Mutual Med-Aid (CMM). Your participation is a covenant to the appreciation
Christians have for each other.
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Please note that you fully understand that Logos Missions Inc. - CMM is a group of Christians who voluntarily assist each other with
medical costs according to the CMM Guidelines.
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CMM is a health care sharing ministry, it is not an insurance, and conveys the command of Galatians 6:2 by meeting one another’s medical costs.
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* Please read and initial each of the following: ᷥ㉍ ᜂ 䁮▪㉅ ㉾១ ㉵᷉ⱝ㉅ ㌂サ㏽ⰹ㆕.
I understand that CMM is a health care sharing ministry, not a health insurance company, and, as such, that CMM guarantees nothing to its
participating members. I further understand that CMM is not approved nor endorsed by the Department of Insurance in my State of residence, and
my eligible medical needs are not protected by my State’s Guaranty Fund.
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I am a Christian, under the age of 65, abstain from tobacco, illegal drugs, the improper or unauthorized use of prescription medications or
over-the-counter medications, and abuse of alcohol. I also follow the biblical principles of marriage.
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I understand that I register as an uninsured patient with all medical providers. I also understand that I should request discounts, fee adjustments, or
financial assistance, such as Charity Care, from all medical providers.
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I understand that I will serve 3 months waiting period at the beginning of my membership. I understand that the entire eligibility of sharing bills will be
effective after 3 months waiting period and in the case of bills from illnesses/accidents that requires hospitalization and surgery, the bills will be shared up
to the aggregate amount of $15,000 for its entire treatments. The bills for extreme sports are not eligible for sharing.
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I understand that all members support and contribute to another member’s excess medical bills when their qualifying medical need exceed $150,000
through CMM-Merciful Share.
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I understand that to have eligible medical needs shared with other ministry members, my membership is current and in good standing.
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I understand and acknowledge that Christian Mutual Med-Aid, LLC (“CMM”) health care sharing ministry is administered in accordance with the
Guidelines of CMM, that it is my responsibility to fully understand any and all provisions of CMM Guidelines in a timely manner and that
CMM provides me with ample opportunities to fully understand any and all provisions of CMM Guidelines in a timely manner.
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By signing this membership join form, I acknowledge reading and understanding the Membership Checklist of Understanding.
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